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 To programmers (continued) To programmers (continued) –– There are some good There are some good 
software tools publicly available that can automatically software tools publicly available that can automatically 
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 To programmers (continued) To programmers (continued) –– Suggestions for writing new programs or Suggestions for writing new programs or 
rere--writing old ones:writing old ones:
 Build applicationBuild application--specific address structure in the code.specific address structure in the code. This would This would 

typically be a structure that includes the address type, address data, typically be a structure that includes the address type, address data, 
and optionally address size.and optionally address size. This allows a single structure for This allows a single structure for 
dealing with multiple address types.dealing with multiple address types.

 Build a small set of functions that deal with the above address Build a small set of functions that deal with the above address 
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 Build applicationBuild application--specific address structure in the code.specific address structure in the code. This would This would 

typically be a structure that includes the address type, address data, typically be a structure that includes the address type, address data, 
and optionally address size.and optionally address size. This allows a single structure for This allows a single structure for 
dealing with multiple address types.dealing with multiple address types.

 Build a small set of functions that deal with the above address Build a small set of functions that deal with the above address 
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 Hostname lookups:Hostname lookups: expect multiple addresses to be returned.expect multiple addresses to be returned. This This 
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